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Brand Style Guide

Why Do We Need a Style Guide?
A brand style guide offers staff across the agency a clear, concise road map for all internal and external
communications. It ensures that our communications reflect well on the professionalism of the organization.
Like all brands, the CVHHH brand is the integration of our history, our mission, our values, our culture and
how we and others see the work that we do. It’s our DNA. It’s who we are and what sets us apart. providing a
consistent and professional face out to its community.

Branding & Stewardship
All staff across CVHHH are stewards of the brand. By
understanding and following this brand style guide, we can
all present a consistent message in all visual and written
communications. It’s everyone’s job to champion and uphold
the CVHHH brand; thanks for your help... now read on!
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Key Marketing Findings
Brandthropology helped us to conducted an audit in 2016, reviewing the organization broadly, and
the organization’s communication materials specifically. We found that we needed to both transform
ourselves, and to communicate ourselves in a new way. We needed to be more consistent and
professional and we needed to make more progress in meeting our community in the new media
they increasingly rely upon, especially in web and social media circles. The following pages show our
progress towards those goals.
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Brand Pyramid
We started by defining our ‘brand pyramid’, highlighting how we add value to the community. We know that
the most important work we do out in the community is helping people help themselves, staying healthy and
independent. Sadly, not enough people know of the breadth and depth of the service offerings we provide, let alone
the deep impacts it has on our community. This brand pyramid aids us in staying ‘on message’ across all the ways we
communicate. It defines why we’re relevant and worthy of our community’s respect and support.

Our Tagline:
An easy to digest summary of how we add value
to our customers

Your Home,
Your Independence
Key Reasons-to-Believe
Why should people believe we can do this?

Patient
Centered
Medicine

Provided by
Highly Qualified
Nurse Led Teams

Served in a
Better Place
for Care: the
Home

Critical Support
What evidence can we show?
· It’s not about the
hospital, the health care
system or who pays; it’s
about individuals
· And today’s CVHHH has
more technology & greater
breadth and depth than you
realize.
· Allowing us to create
individually crafted care plans for
a greater range of needs.

· Great nurses are our key;
they lead teams of medical
professionals
· Equipped with more
technology than ever.
· Producing notable outcomes;
Case Studies: COPD, CHF

· Better because it’s a
better place to heal
· Better because it has
lower rates of infection
· Better because it is less
expensive
· Better because it addresses
the greatest human need of all:
the need for independence
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Our Logo’s Evolution
As part of voicing ourselves, showing that we have changed, we worked to enhance our logo and tagline,
and identity materials. We kept many of the historical elements, while giving a softer, more caring look. We
freshened the typeface. The result; a sensitive, positive evolution of the CVHHH brand... one that evokes,
through its new round form, the ‘circle of care’ concept we’ve adopted as our platform.

Former Logo

New Logo

>>
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Logo Composition
Part of respecting a new logo is treating it consistently across media and materials. The colors should be
true to those listed below. Enough space around the logo needs to be granted to allow it to breathe.

PMS: 377 or 370
CMYK: 64/14/100/1
RGB: 107/166/69
Hex: 6ba645

PMS: 308
CMYK: 90/51/31/8
RGB: 16/106/137
Hex: 106a89

PMS: 208
CMYK: 35/100/54/26
RGB: 136/18/68
Hex: 881244
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Logo Variations
Not all use cases are the same, which is why we’ve provided options that allow consistent treatments of
the logo, even when circumstances change. In larger formats, the full logo plus name may be used. In
smaller, more condensed use cases, only the circle graphic with “cvhhh” need be used. B&W treatments
allow quality reproduction when color is not available.

When the full name is required

Minimal Treatment

When on a dark background

Minimal Treatment
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Logo Treatment – Dos & Don’ts
The CVHHH logo should never be displayed over difficult colors or images. Do not add dropshadows or
embellishments to the logo. Do not stretch it out or otherwise mistreat it.

Avoid using complex images behind the logo.

Avoid using drop shadows with the logo.

Avoid using bright colors behind the logo.

Avoid distorting the proportions of the logo.

The logo should never be displayed in any other
color other than the original and reversed white.

Avoid changing the size of the elements that make
up the logo.
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Preferred Placement
The CVHHH logo should always have space to breathe. Don’t crowd the logo or display it on
background colors or images that impede its legibility.

Important: Be sure to allow space around the logo as
shown below to prevent degradation of the logo or
confusion of the brand.
The space on the outer edge is double the space found
between the CVH Circle and the text.

XX

X

XX

Avoid placing elements (text or image) too close to the logo.

SPONSORS:
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Color Palette Considerations
CVHHH’s colors come from the nature’s palette of spring. The colors represent the hope and rejuvenation
we bring to those who need us most. The palette provides a hopeful outlook to our communications and
materials. Staying consistent with these colors allows for professional look to our materials.

Key Action Color

Accent Color

Secondary Accent

Accents / Icons

MAGENTA

GREEN

BLUE

DARK
MAGENTA

PMS: 208
CMYK: 35/100/54/26
RGB: 136/18/68
Hex: 881244

PMS: 377 or 370
CMYK: 64/14/100/1
RGB: 107/166/69
Hex: 6ba645

PMS: 308
CMYK: 90/51/31/8
RGB: 16/106/137
Hex: 106a89

PMS: 222c
CMYK: 46/93/48/37
RGB: 107/35/68
Hex: 6b2344

Borders / Endcaps

Borders / Endcaps

LIGHT
GREY

DARK
GRAY

PMS: Cool Gray 6c
CMYK: 34/27/26/0
RGB: 171/173/176
Hex: abadb0

PMS: 446c
CMYK: 68/59/60/43
RGB: 67/69/68
Hex: 434544
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Typography – Primary
Primary Typeface: Montserrat & Avenir
We’ve looked to find fonts that provide a clean, contemporary look to CVHHH’s communications. These
choices help present the organization as an institution that is constantly striving to embrace new ideas,
technologies and ways to service its community. Medicine will always evolve, and CVHHH will always be
there to evolve with the times to best serve its community.

Aa

Aa

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQ
RSTUVWXYZ123456789
$&%*0.,;:

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQ
RSTUVWXYZ123456789
$&%*0.,;:

Montserrat Thin
Montserrat Light
Montserrat Regular
Montserrat Semibold
Montserrat Bold

35 Avenir Light
Avenir Book
Avenir Roman
Avenir Oblique
Avenir Medium
Avenir Medium Oblique
Avenir Heavy
Avenir Heavy Oblique

Good for a Subhead

Good for a Headline

Main Body Copy

Typography – Primary |
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Typography – Additional for Web
Webfont: Roboto
Roboto is used as the our web font, as it’s easier to read on a computer screen. It can also be substituted
for Avenir as the body copy if Avenir is unavailable. It further contemporizes the CVHHH brand in this key
interactive medium. This font is an appropriate choice for any online communication.

Aa

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQ
RSTUVWXYZ123456789
$&%*0.,;:

Roboto Light
Roboto Light Italic
Roboto Regular
Roboto Italic
Roboto Bold
Roboto Bold Italic
Roboto Black
Roboto Black Italic
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Design Equities – “Circle of Care” Graphic
As a distinctive mark that helps communicate how we surround our patients with care, our “Circle of
Care” graphic helps bring unity to our communications. In our materials, it usually serves to underscore
and/or highlight the care and humanity we bring to our work. Note that in our TV and video work, the
circle is an active element, surrounding various items we wish to bring attention.

HOSPICE CARE AT HOME
End-of-life care for central Vermonters

The circle of care
can be on either
side, based on
subject of the
photo.

The circle should always be encompassing the
subjects in the photo, but never going through
their heads.

Your Home.
Your Independence.

The transparency of the purple circle starts around 80% but can
be adjusted depending on the background.

Design Equities – “Circle of Care” Graphic |
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Design Equities – Metrics of Serving Our Community
Hospitals are well known. Meals on wheels are well known. But the role that home health agencies play in
their communities remains stubbornly low. We need to challenge that, which is why in various materials,
we’ve looked to pair icons and metrics to highlight the many ways our organization serves its community.

225

1911

EMPLOYEES

Registered Nurses, Physical, Speech, and
Occupational Therapists, LNAs, Social
Workers, PCAs, a Bereavement Coordinator,
a Chaplain, and Administrative Staff

759

Average number
of patients on
service daily

The year CVHHH
was founded with
one visiting nurse.
We are one of
10 not-for-profit
Visiting Nurse
Associations serving
every Vermonter.

100

Volunteers who
provide support
for our hospice
program, in the
office, and at events

23
The number of Vermonters turning 65
every day. In the coming years, more
Vermonters will rely on home health
services. We can meet their needs.

3.6

2 5 5 9

PERCENT

49,141
Average number of patients
served in a year

Hospitalization rate for Congestive Heart Failure
patients using a telemonitor at home. Compares
favorably with national ‘all cause’ rate of 16%.

Icons should use dark magenta and kept to a
limited color palette. The light grey can accent the
magenta color for emphasis.

Average number of home
health visits provided in a year

The dotted line is a decorative way to break up
small blocks of text and should be used sparingly
with other accent lines/decoration.

Design Equities – Metrics of Serving Our Community |
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Print Collateral – Bifolds & Trifolds
Pamphlets are a fact of life, and a key way our community can quickly understand our programs and
service offerings. Note that we start with a value-added line, then dimensionalize it with sub-text.
We use plain and direct language as our voice. We ask logical question, then answer them. We’re
a neighbor, and talk that way. We use graphics to underscore our points, and always close with
relevant calls-to-action.

CARING FOR YOUR FAMLY
Services for pregnant women,
newborns, and families

What Services Do We Offer?

Serving the Community

Support at home for you and your growing family
Healthy pregnancy & birth education
Nutritional education, including support
Our Maternal & Child Health team
provides services for close to 250
central Vermont families a year.

for breastfeeding
Answering questions about caring for your baby
Monitoring your child’s growth & development
with an emphasis on play and attachment

Are You Pregnant with
Your First Child?
Nurse-Family Partnership
matches you with a free
personal nurse who will
visit you at home a few
hours every month from
the middle of your second
trimester through your child’s second birthday.

Emotional support as you adjust to life with
your newborn

Nurse-Family Partnership moms
initiated breast feeding at signiﬁcantly
higher rates than the national average.

Help connecting you with community resources
Family planning
Dental Health

Why I
Chose
NFP

I didn’t know a lot about being a
mother, or birth, and NFP helped
me prepare for both.

Safety
Making the transition to daycare

Additional Services

Reading & media
Goal setting to support employment & education

Support from a nurse in the
home improves a child’s health &
development by helping parents
learn about what makes kids thrive.

Ready for the Next Step?
Please contact Katy Leffel,
RN, CLC, our MaternalChild Health Manager, to
learn which program is
right for you. You can call
Katy at 224-2209 or send
her an email at
kleffel@cvhhh.org.

Phone: (802) 224-2209
TDD: (800) 253-0191

www.cvhhh.org
Find us on Facebook

Your Home.
Your Independence.

Maternal Early Childhood Sustained Home
Visiting (MECSH) provides you with a free
nurse who will visit you at home to help your
family identify and reach parenting goals.
Support is available through your child’s
second birthday.
Our team of Registered Nurses and
certified lactation staff offer a range of
short-term services to support you through
pregnancy, delivery, and as your child grows.
Medical services for children including in-home
nursing care and physical therapy.
In certain cases, art, play, music, and dance
therapy, as well as respite for the whole family.
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Print Collateral - Longer Form Brochures
We allow a large, thematically selected photograph to ‘bring people in’ to the brochure. We use clear
headers and an index to let them know what’s inside. Our ‘circle of care’ graphic brings all of our work
together, reinforcing how we serve our community.

Central Vermont
Home Health & Hospice

A Guide to Home Health
& Hospice Services

WHAT’S
WHAT’S
INSIDEINSIDE

A Guide to Home Health
Annual
Donor
Report
2016
Annual
Donor
Report
&2016
Hospice
Services

Central Vermont
Home Health & Hospice

WHAT’S INSIDE

WHAT’S INSIDE

Today’s CVHHH
Today’s CVHHH

2

2

Welcome Letter

2

Welcome Letter

CVHHH by the
CVHHH
Numbers
by the Numbers

3

3

2016 Donor Report: How Your Gifts Help

3

2016 Donor Report: How Your Gifts Help

Services Overview
Services Overview

4

4

List of Donors

4-12 List of Donors

Careers at CVHHH
Careers at CVHHH

2
3
4-12

6

6

In Kind Donations

Ways You Can
Ways
Support
You Can
Our
Support
MissionOur Mission
7

7

Gifts Received in 2016 in Honor of

15-16 Gifts Received in 2016 in Honor of

15-16

Contact Information
Contact Information

8

Gifts Received in 2016 in Memory of
Annual Funding from 23 Communities

16
17

Gifts Received in 2016 in Memory of
Annual Funding from 23 Communities

16
17

Ways You Can Support Our Mission

18

Ways You Can Support Our Mission

18

8

13-14 In Kind Donations

Print Collateral – Longer Form Brochures |
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Collateral – One Sheets
One sheets allow us to provide both easily printable documents for our community, but also downloadable
content (in the form of pdfs) for our website. These examples, below, are for our recruitment efforts. Our
clean contemporary design helps professionalize our organization to prospects. We use clear headings that
allow prospects to easily navigate the content. We select images to reinforce our role as a caring provider
of healthcare services. As ever, we ensure that we close with a logical ‘call to action’.

Your Nursing Career

Your Therapy Career at CVHHH

Flexibility to Set Your Own Schedule

Ready to Learn More?

Flexibility to Set Your Own Schedule

We understand how important it is to maintain a healthy work-life balance. As a
CVHHH Therapist, you will set and manage your own schedule and enjoy a level
of autonomy and flexibility that is unprecedented in a hospital or facility setting.
Keep regular daytime hours with the option to start and finish your work day
from home. Plus, weekend time is typically limited to one working weekend per
month instead of the standard every other weekend.

We understand how important it is to maintain a healthy work-life balance. As
a CVHHH Nurse, you will set and manage your own schedule and enjoy a level
of autonomy and flexibility that is unprecedented in a hospital or facility setting.
Keep regular daytime hours with the option to start and finish your work day
from home. Plus, weekend time is typically limited to one working weekend per
month instead of the standard every other weekend.

One-on-One Care that Makes a Difference

One-on-One Care that Makes a Difference

We know that there is no place like home. As a CVHHH Therapist, you will
have the opportunity to work one-on-one with patients in their homes where
they are most comfortable. You will provide critical, acute care, education,
and emotional support so that people can reach their personal care goals and
maintain their independence.

Please contact Robin Bador,
HR Recruiting Specialist, at
rbador@cvhhh.org or call

We know that there is no place like home. As a CVHHH Nurse, you will have
the opportunity to work one-on-one with patients in their homes where they
are most comfortable. You will provide critical, acute care, education, and
emotional support so that people can reach their personal care goals and
maintain their independence.

802-224-2257

Organizational Support & Collaboration
with an Interdisciplinary Team

Work as part of an interdisciplinary team of clinicians who, like you, are
passionate about their work. Feel confident knowing that you have the backing
of a dedicated manager and a senior management team. Take comfort when
you’re on the road; our office staff is always a phone call away to offer the
support you need to focus on caring for your patients.

Work as part of an interdisciplinary team of clinicians who, like you, are
passionate about their work. Feel confident knowing that you have the backing
of a dedicated manager and a senior management team. Take comfort when
you’re on the road; our office staff is always a phone call away to offer the
support you need to focus on caring for your patients.

Phone: (802) 223-1878
TDD: (800) 253-0191
www.cvhhh.org/therapy-careers

Please contact Robin Bador,
HR Recruiting Specialist, at
rbador@cvhhh.org or call

802-224-2257

Organizational Support & Collaboration
with an Interdisciplinary Team

Your Home.
Your Independence.

Ready to Learn More?

Your Home.
Your Independence.

Phone: (802) 224-2257
TDD: (800) 253-0191
www.cvhhh.org/nursing-careers
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Video Work (Web, Social Media, etc)
Our videos provide an opportunity for our community to better understand who we are and
what we do. Our recruitment work (shown below) helps prospects understand what a day
working for CVHHH is like. Notice that we don’t deploy a voice over announcers, instead
using subtitles to guide the narrative. This allows the natural speech patterns of the CVHHH
employees to come forward.

All of the videos start off with the CVHHH logo, with an
animated title underneath it.

When dealing with different topics, segments are broken up by
an opaque purple overlay while a different subject title appears.

Subject title should be accompanied by the circle of care
graphic, placed depending on what is happening in the
video. The circle of care & text should never overlay on a
person’s face.

Adding captions can be a great way to have viewers view your
video and understand what is going on without having to turn
on the volume. Captions should stay in the left hand corner,
with purple opaque color white text.

Video Work (Web, Social Media, etc) |
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Letterhead
We’ve created letterhead stationary using many of the design elements discussed
throughout this document. It allows the organization’s logo to take the lead, prominently
shows the author, all while using the color palette we’ve established.

Emily McKenna
Marketing Manager
802.224.2215
emckenna@cvhhh.org

Brandthropology,
266 Pine Street
Burlington, VT 05401

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, nam aliquando consequuntur ut, eum dicit omnium eu. Te eam solum cetero iriure. Veri
choro signiferumque ea pro. Eum quando iuvaret ex. Eu cum eleifend intellegat constituam, sit alienum appetere
theophrastus in.
Ne tamquam necessitatibus vix, ea commune persequeris cum. Ei illud aperiam pro. Sed nostrum consulatu et, mea cu
tantas corrumpit abhorreant, mel at voluptua luptatum petentium. At inani commodo mea, ex nec sint tota
moderatius, at his quas nostrum omnesque. Et eam tacimates temporibus, at meis labores voluptatum mei. At mei
comprehensam interpretaris.
Agam illud percipit in vim, duo ut ullamcorper contentiones. Vel in inani veritus volutpat. Ad facilisis elaboraret ius. Duo
ea quod labore fabellas, ex solum eligendi percipit nam.
Mei an iuvaret principes dignissim. Te partem salutatus mea, vim no omnes iracundia, nam nisl tincidunt instructior id.
At ridens inimicus nec. At per libris volutpat liberavisse. Movet adipiscing eu duo.
Nam veri eripuit ex, an vel dicunt consequat. Officiis probatus per cu, eu sea lobortis consequat. Ne iriure lobortis
persequeris mea, mea ei unum habeo, ne saepe munere qui. Stet probo delicata pro ut, ei mel sanctus feugait. Summo
quodsi habemus te nec, et tamquam dolorem dignissim vis, eros idque has te.

600 Granger Road, Barre VT 05641 | p: 802.223.1878 | f: 802.223.6835| www.cvhhh.org
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Paid Social – Facebook
Paid social campaigns offer another opportunity for us to extend the campaign with familiar imagery,
design equities and language. Facebook in particular tends to restrict how the ad can look, so it’s best to
be minimalist in execution.
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What Makes a Great Photograph?
We live in a rural community in the Central portion of Vermont. There’s a real mix of demographics;
younger and older, richer & poorer. We’re looking to embrace the entire community, not just one subset of
it. The key is in having a warm empathetic eye as we shoot the imagery. We should care about the people
and the care providers; we should feel the pull of the story telling in each photo.
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